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This letter introduces a new time domain absorption approach designed to reduce masking components of speech signals under noisy-
reverberant conditions. In this method, the non-stationarity of corrupted signal segments is used to detect masking distortions based on a 
defined threshold. The non-stationarity is objectively measured and is also adopted to determine the absorption procedure. Additionally, no prior 
knowledge of speech statistics or room information is required for this technique. The results show that the proposed scheme leads to a higher 
intelligibility improvement when compared to competing methods for three objective measures. A perceptual listening test is also considered and 
corroborates these results.  

The natural non-stationary behavior of speech signals is closely related to speech intelligibility. The main goal of adaptive methods is to preserve 
transient speech regions in order to improve speech intelligiblity. The reverberation effect is usually described by a Room Impulse Response 
h(n).  In real environments, acoustic noises w(n) are also a common distortion, which means that both effects can occur simultaneously. 
Therefore, the resultant noisy-reverberant speech signal s(n) can be obtained by: 

The Index of Non-Stationarity (INS): In this work, the INS is adopted to 
objectively examine the non-stationarity of speech signals under noisy-
reverberant environments.

This measure is a time-frequency approach that compares the target 
signal with stationarity references called surrogates for different time 
scales Th/T, where T

h
 is the short-time spectral analysis length and T is 

the total signal duration. For each length Th, a threshold γ is defined to 
keep the stationarity assumption considering a 95% confidence degree: 

Fig. 1.  Spectrogram and related INS for direct signal (top), reverberated 
signal with T

60
= 4.9s and SRR=7.1 dB (middle), and reverberated signal with 

Chainsaw noise at -3 dB (bottom)

Important Notes: 
● Reverberation and acoustic noise significantly change the temporal 

and spectral structure of speech signal.
● Natural non-stationary behavior of speech signal can be considerably 

attenuated (INS: 200→100).
● As INS alters on noisy-reverberant scenarios, it can be a useful 

instrument for detection and reduction of such effects.

The Adaptive Reverberation Absorption with Non-Stationary Detection (ARA
NSD

): The approach works similar to a physical element, 
changing the low absorption characteristic of materials that compose a room. The proposed technique can be described in two main phases: 
reverberation detection and acoustic absorption.  

Reverberation Groups (RG): The m-th segment composed of eight 
consecutive frames of the reverberant speech s

RG
(m,n). 

This window duration is selected to enable a long-term temporal 
observation of the reverberation effect using the INS.

INS vector (v
INS

): For each s
RG

(m,n), the INS values are grouped into 
v

INS 
vectors. which characterizes the non-stationary behavior of the RG.

Consecutive vectors are then used to compute a normalized variation 
δ

INS
(m) of the non-stationary property as:

Fig. 2.  Non-stationarity variation δ
INS

(m) for the reverberated and noisy-
reverberated signals.

Implemented on a frame-by-frame basis and established depending on the value of θ
INS

, the  theshould of non-stationarity. For each frame l, a 
INS vector v

frm
(l) is extracted and a short-time distance d(l) is computed, similarly as in the RG case.

Absorption: Sigmoid functions are selected to assign each value of 
d(l) to a corresponding absorption A(m,l) because of their 
smoothness and monotonic property. The proposed adaptive 
absorption A(m,l) is therefore defined in every frame l by

Fig. 3.  The ARA
NSD

 scheme for adaptive absorption of acoustic masking 
effects .

The resulting signal is reconstructed by overlap-add steps of 
processed frames. 

Experimental Setup:
● 240 speech signals from TIMIT database
● Reverberation database AIR for rooms Stairway (T

60
=1.1 s) and Aula 

Carolina (T
60

=4.9 s)
● Four SNR conditions (-3dB, -2dB, -1dB, 0dB, 1dB) for Babble, 

Cafeteria, Chainsaw and SSN

Non-Stat. Restored

Objetive Evaluation

Perceptual Evaluation

The ARA
NSD

 is able to absorb masking components of the corrupted 
signal, e.g. near 0.7 s and 1.5 s, which makes the resulting signal 
more similar to its anechoic version.
Moreover, the proposed method restores the natural non-
stationarity behavior raising the INS value from 100 up to 150, which 
is closer to the direct signal (INS=200). 
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Fig. 4.  Spectrogram and related INS for SSS, AGC and ARA
NSD

 signals.
The ESII and ASII

ST
: These measures are adopted for the intelligibility 

prediction because they are explicitly designed to deal with the non-
stationarity of speech and its distortions.

The SRMR
norm

: metric estimates the human perceived 
reverberation effect on speech signals. 

Fig. 6.  SRMR
norm

 for (a) Noise-free reverb and (b) reverb with SSN at 0dB.

The ARA
NSD

 attains the best objective results for all 
measures regarding multiple noise-reverberant conditions. 
The highest gain is observed for -3dB Chainsaw, the most 
non-stationary acoustic noise.

References: Highlights

Fig. 5.  ESII and ASII
ST

 for Aula Carolina room (T60=4.9 s).

● Listening test with 10 male Brazilian volunteers
● Simulated room with Image Source Method (ISM) - T

60
=1.0 s

● SSN noise at -3dB, 0dB, 3dB.

Fig. 7.  Perceptual intelligibility evaluation for ISM 
room (T

60
=1.0 s) and SSN additive acoustic noise.

This letter proposed a new time domain absorption approach designed to reduce masking components of speech signals under noisy-
reverberant conditions. In this method, the non-stationarity of corrupted signal segments are assessed via INS and used to detect masking 
distortions based on a defined threshold. The results showed that the proposed scheme leads to a higher intelligibility improvement when 
compared to competing methods. A perceptual listening test was also developed and corroborate the objective results.  
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